e-Graf Solutions for LED Lighting

- **High Thermal Conductivity**
- **Long Life Performance**
- **UL 94-0V Certified**
- **ROHS and Reach Compliant**

eGRAF® graphite foils are being used by luminaire designers around the world to enable world class lighting designs. The best-in-class thermal conductivity of eGRAF® graphite foils help keep LEDs cooler to achieve lifetime targets.

GrafTech’s Applications Engineering Team is committed to support designers of the latest electronics devices and lighting designs. Regardless of your product design stage we stand ready to offer recommendations to some of your most challenging thermal issues.

Contact us today to find out how GrafTech can help solve your LED thermal management challenges.
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* EyeLED Luminaire Recessed Down Light provided by: phosterINDUSTRIES www.phosterindustries.com
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